
Evaluating the new generation of host
access solutions

The mainframe has always been a central
fixture of corporate IT. As other computing
platforms have grown up around the host, IT
departments have adopted various ways to
access and reuse host resources. Some of these
host integration solutions struck a harmonious
balance between simplicity, performance and
utility, leading to their use in IT shops around
the world.

New service-based approaches to host inte-
gration are being explored and tested as the IT
landscape is being remade according to Service-
Oriented Architecture principles. Ultimately the
success of these solutions will come down to the
tradeoffs they make between the same three
qualities: simplicity, performance and utility. To
evaluate service-oriented host integration solu-
tions we must understand the technical issues
that underlie these tradeoffs, determine how
well they support today’s host access require-
ments and identify those qualities that will make
them successful in the long run.

SERVICE-ORIENTED HOST
INTEGRATION SOLUTIONS MUST
STRIKE A PRUDENT BALANCE
BETWEEN SIMPLICITY,
PERFORMANCE AND UTILITY

While every host integration solution repre-
sents many technical tradeoffs, let us look at
four key aspects of their design and implemen-
tation: the integration model, the process model,
data translation and security.
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FIGURE 1: SERVICE-ORIENTED HOST INTEGRATION SOLUTIONS

FIGURE 2: PROCESS LOCATION AND PROCESS GRANULARITY
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Integration model
Generically speaking, all host integration

solutions bridge off-host users and applica-
tions with host-based resources. Integration
models are a way to categorize solutions based
on the use-case or integration scenario they are
designed to address. Solutions that use the
same integration model compete with each
other, whereas solutions that use different inte-
gration models are addressing different
requirements. To distinguish service-oriented
host integration solutions, see FIGURE 1 for a
sample of integration models in use today.

The reason Service-Oriented Architectures
are on every CIO’s agenda is because those
architectures mask distinctions between tech-
nologies and platforms, thus making the
enterprise more seamless and better connected.
It simply is no longer enough just to be able to
move data around among applications and
platforms. It must be possible to move data in
a deterministic business flow annotated by the
operations used at every step.

HOST INTEGRATION
SOLUTIONS THAT PRESENT
MAINFRAME RESOURCES AS
WELL-DEFINED, SERVICE-
ORIENTED INTERFACES
ELEVATE THOSE RESOURCES
TO THE LEVEL OF
COMPONENTS IN A
BUSINESS PROCESS

Service-oriented integration solutions are
superior to other approaches to host integra-

tion because they create components that can
be easily used in a business process, thus pro-
viding a simple interface with more utility
than that afforded by other integration models.

Process model
Mainframes are multi-user, multi-process-

ing machines, and host integration must sup-
port the many users and applications that
need access to host resources. An integration
solution’s process model largely determines
how efficiently the solution supports process-
ing loads, how well it scales, how simple it is
to administer and how expensive it is to oper-
ate. Service-oriented integration solutions
must translate between inbound service
requests and the back-end implementations
of those services. There are two dimensions
of the process model that host integration
solutions must resolve: process location and

process granularity. See FIGURE 2 for a
description of these.

UNITY IS GOOD—ONE
PROCESSING LOCATION AND
A SINGLE-PROCESS
GRANULARITY ARE SIMPLER
AND PERFORM BETTER THAN
ALTERNATIVES

What we can see from this discussion of
host integration process models is that unity is
good: one processing location and a single-
process granularity are demonstrably simpler,
better performing tradeoffs compared to dual-
location and multi-process approaches.

Data translation
As discussed above, the integration and

process models determine a solution’s baseline
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FIGURE 3: DATA FORMAT TRANSLATION METHODS
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performance profile. However other aspects of
implementation can improve on that. Chief
among these are the ways in which a solution
translates between data formats and how that
data is sent over the wire. See FIGURE 3 for a
description of these.

Regardless of where and how they execute,
host integration solutions must translate
inbound service requests into the correct back-
end format before sending them to the target
subsystems. While raw message transports are
fast, they do not score high on the utility scale
because they force mainframe conventions on
off-host application programmers. And using
a canonical data format—especially XML—
has many negative performance implications.
Pragmatic host integration solutions will
choose an expressive subset of XML while
providing the option of using either a binary
wire format or raw messaging for applications
where performance is critical.

FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE,
SERVICE-ORIENTED HOST
INTEGRATION SOLUTIONS
USE XML SUBSETS WITH
OPTIONAL BINARY OR RAW
MESSAGE FORMATS ON
THE WIRE

Security integration
So far we have only looked at how service-

oriented host integration solutions are con-
structed, focusing mostly on choices that
affect design simplicity and runtime perform-
ance. There are other value-added capabili-
ties needed to round out a host integration
solution, and foremost among these is security.
At the most basic level, access to host
resources must be protected from unautho-
rized use. A desirable goal is to do this while
transparently bridging enterprise security
protocols and the robust security infrastruc-
ture on the host. In other words, host integra-
tion solutions should maintain integrity
between enterprise and mainframe security
systems while shielding off-host applications
from the details of mainframe security infra-
structure. See FIGURE 4.

Security integration is not simple, but nei-
ther is it optional. Host integration solutions
must be able to control access to host
resources while simultaneously providing
easy reuse of those resources to authorized
users. By providing multiple options to
bridge enterprise security conventions with
mainframe-based access control facilities,
host integration solutions simply and

securely connect the mainframe to the rest
of the enterprise.

SECURITY INTEGRATION IS
NOT SIMPLE, BUT NEITHER IS
IT OPTIONAL

Summary
Service-oriented host integration solutions

are the latest evolutionary step in bringing
mainframe resources closer to off-host applica-
tions and users. Conceptually they are simple
because their integration model wraps up host

assets into formally defined, functional busi-
ness components that can be easily strung
together in new process flows. By running as
single multi-threaded processes either on the
host or off, they provide ease of configuration
along with high performance. They can further
enhance baseline performance by using XML
subsets or binary data representations on the
wire and by avoiding intermediate data repre-
sentations when translating service requests to
and from host subsystems. Finally, secure
enterprise access to host resources must bridge
enterprise security conventions like SSL and
Kerberos with host access control facilities.

By taking these approaches, service-oriented
host integration solutions will strike a prudent
balance between simplicity, performance and
utility, thus ensuring the value of host-based
assets are fully realized and appreciated.  
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University of Texas at Austin.
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FIGURE 4: SECURITY
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